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BMW 328 Roadster Convertible––part of the arcurio® Collection of Oldtimers
from the 30ies of the last century. This arcurio® Oldtimer Model is manufactured
according the company's own plans and under licence from BMW Tradition, entirely
true to its original.
On June 14, 1936, when this BMW Roadster was first presented to the public
at the famous German race track, the “Nürburgring“, it was evident immediately
that this sports-car was setting important new standards in many ways. The elegant and streamlined
car body, a design far ahead of its time, was thoroughly liked by the audience at the legendary
race track in Germany's Eifel region. With only 80 horsepower under the hood, this sportscar left
the competition “in the dust“ due to its aerodynamic body features and road handling.
The 6-cylinder engine of 2,000 cubic centimetres generated 80 horsepower at 3,400 RPM.
Composition of Materials used
There are 4 different types of wood used in the model: Alder,
Maple, Birch and Beech. The wood itself is natural and not painted
or otherwise chemically treated. The various parts of the model are
assembled with great care and perfection in order to achieve
a good matching of the wood-grains. This high quality arcurio®
model is made of 104 hand-assembled parts.
Particular Features of the Model
This superb model is produced in the very limited
edition. These Oldimers are handmade out of
premium European wood. The series of this model
is of very limited dimension. Each Roadster
is crafted individually and therefore carries a brass
plate with its engraved production number.
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Detailed 6-Cylinder engine under a hood to be opened
Removable folding top
Folding and padded seats
Minuscule detailed dashboard
Special mechanism for front wheel steering
“Butterfly-fixings“ on all hub caps
Folding top with worked-in window
Spare wheel on rear trunk
Side doors to be opened.

Size
The model is 37 cm long, 14 cm high and 15 cm wide; it is produced
at a scale of 1:12 and is supplied in a sumptuous, wooden engraved
box, serving as a garage.

